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Foreword

Youth work is hard to define – 

it probably means something 

different to every youth worker 

and to every young person that 

they support. However, what is 

clear is that youth work plays 

a vital part in our community 

bringing benefits for young 

people, which are real and 

long lasting.

At the Youth Commission for Guernsey 
and Alderney (YC) our vision is a 
Bailiwick where all young people 
reach their full potential. We provide 
safe, supportive environments where 
young people can experience new 
opportunities, overcome barriers, 
develop life skills and build confidence. 
We also play a crucial role in early 
intervention. The development of a 
trusting relationship with a young 
person allows youth workers to 
intervene when difficulties first occur 
and to offer support whilst a young 
person makes crucial decisions about 
their lives.

The growth in service provision and 
operational excellence at the YC during 
the period to 31st December 2015 has 
been significant: we have developed 
into a quality-assured independent 
charity delivering a wide range of 
needs-driven services to children and 
young people across Guernsey and 
Alderney.
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Foreword (continued)

These changes have included:

• Recruitment, retention and 
 professional development of 
 committed staff: this investment 
 is vital as we recognise the clear 
 correlation between the quality of 
 our youth workers and the quality 
 of outcomes for young people. 
 
• Expansion of our provision including 
 the introduction of the Prince’s Trust 
 programme to the islands, the 
 creation and the facilitation of the 
 Youth Forum, the re-development 
 and re-invigoration of several 
 independent youth clubs that have 
 now been integrated into the YC 
 provision, and significant expansion 
 of provision to support young people 
 in Alderney.

• Strengthening of partnerships across 
 the public, charitable and private 
 sectors: we recognise that co- 
 ordinated multi-agency support is 
 the best way to ensure the 
 development of young people. 
 We would like to offer our 
 sincere gratitude to our partners 
 in the corporate sector whose 
 generosity has allowed us to 
  significantly expand our provision 
 and to have a positive impact on 
 children and young people. 
 
•  Establishment of an independent 
 board of directors that has 
 underpinned the YC with the 
 strategic ethos and key governance 
 necessary for long-term success 
 and sustainability. 

• Development of the YC as a key 
 resource for the wider youth and 
 charitable sectors offering financial 
 support, training opportunities 
 and capacity building to other 
 organisations.

At the YC we believe that there is 
currently a tremendous opportunity 
for clear generational change in 
outcomes for children and young 
people in the Bailiwick. We have been 
privileged to be part of the team that 
has developed the revised Children and 
Young People’s Plan that details where 
key changes should be prioritised. 
It is imperative that these strategic 
and operational actions are now 
implemented and we are committed to 
playing our part in the Plan’s delivery. 
We look forward to the coming years 
with enthusiasm and hope, and are 
hugely grateful for the support that we 
receive from the wider community, the 
dedication and commitment of our staff 
and volunteers; and the trust of the 
children, young people and families of 
the Bailiwick that allows us to continue 
our vital work.

Jane St. Pier, Chair



OUR MISSION
To provide safe, supportive environments where young people can experience new 
opportunities, overcome barriers, develop skills and build confidence.
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OUR PROVISION
Over the past few years, a quiet revolution has been 
taking place in Guernsey as the YC has been significantly 
enhancing the support services and opportunities for 
young people in the Bailiwick.

The YC achieves its vision and mission through a 
range of universal and targeted services, and bespoke 
provision across the Bailiwick. It puts young people at 
the very centre of these and provides support for other 
youth voluntary service providers in the Islands. As a 
leading independent charity and through relationships 
with partners we have contributed to Bailiwick best-
practice through our network of members and we 
empower young people to take control of their lives.

We are delighted with the progress we have made, 
recognising there is plenty of work still to do. Building 
relationships with young people takes time, and we are 
committed to starting early.

We are especially proud of our universal open access 
offer. That offer is inclusive and is visible in all of our 
clubs and provisions. We welcome young people up to 
25. Our clubs form the basis of our youth offer, catering 
to a wide variety of needs. All youth club sessions 
are planned around our curriculum, which itself was 
designed alongside partner agencies and the States. 

The YC is also the delivery agent for personal 
development programmes such as The Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award and Prince’s Trust programme. 

We know that young people choose to be involved with 
youth work. That voluntary relationship between young 
people and youth work staff drives our approach. 
It is equally clear that the quality of the youth worker 
is directly proportionate to the quality of outcomes 
for young people. Our focus on Continuing Personal 
Development has been intentionally strong.

According to two recent independent reviews, the 
YC’s exciting partnership with the States of Guernsey, 
business and the community has:

• created a dynamic, professional team who have 
 responded positively to the challenges of creating 
 the YC.

• enabled the YC to undertake a demanding agenda with 
 the staff team embracing the wide range of activities 
 asked of them.

• created a team which reflects on practice and is fully 
 aware of the areas of development required to move 
 the team forward.
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OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES, 
OUR OUTCOMES AND OUR VALUES
Our Strategic Objectives 

• Build capacity within the YC. 
• Provide a forum for the voice of 
 young people.
• Build capacity within the youth 
 sector. 
• Encourage participation in youth 
 voluntary work.
• Provide effective support for youth 
 organisations.
• Establish the YC as an organisation 
 that influences and informs the 
 development of services for 
 children and young people in 
 the Bailiwick.

Our Outcomes for young people 

• Included and respected
 Overcoming inequalities, being 
 valued, having their voice heard 
 and being supported.
• Achieve individual and economic 
 potential
 Developing their skills, confidence 
 and self-esteem to achieve their 
 full potential.
• Safe and nurtured
 Protected from abuse, harm, 
 promoting nurturing relationships 
 and building resilience.
• Be healthy and active
 Enjoying physical and emotional 
 good health.

Our Values 

• Young people first
 We believe young people are at the 
 heart of everything we do.
• Trust
 We must be reliable and consistent 
 to win the trust of young people 
 and communities. We recognise 
 that our expertise and behaviours 
 will shape perceptions.
• Respect for others
 We listen to, respect and value 
 the needs of young people and 
 their voice.
• Empowering
 We invest in young people so that 
 they can grow into responsible, 
 contributing and self-reliant 
 members of society.
• Partnership 
 The YC is about partnership 
 with communities, business, local 
 services and the voluntary sector. 
 We will work together.



THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
We would like to thank the following companies and organisations who have provided us with financial and pro bono support. 
This support has been critical to the expansion of our provision for young people.
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ASPIRE YOUTH 
CLUB, ALDERNEY
Aspire is a vibrant youth club for 
young people situated in Les Butes 
Community Centre in St Anne’s, 
Alderney offering a communal space 
and a range of activities, support, 
help and guidance for young people 
between the ages of 11 – 16, as well 
as for those with special educational 
needs. Aspire is the only club in 
Alderney offering universal open 
access provision 48 weeks of the year. 
Aspire offers three sessions a week 
and currently has 65 members with 
a footfall of over 2,100 per annum. 
On a weekly basis, approximately 
55% of Alderney’s young people will 
attend Aspire. 

OUR CLUBS AND PROGRAMMES
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LES OZOUETS 
YOUTH CLUB
Les Ozouets Campus Youth Club 
(LOC) is a youth centre for young 
people on the site of the old St Peter 
Port School, situated next door to the 
Performing Arts Centre, offering a 
range of developmental opportunities 
based around its sports hall and 
club rooms, including a kitchen area. 
Clubs cater for young people between 
the ages of 8-19, particularly those 
with special educational needs. Our 
facilities are also available for other 
youth groups and charities to use. 
As well as senior and junior clubs, 
LOC also offers specific clubs 
for sport. LOC currently has 246 
members, with footfall and contacts 
upwards of 2,200 per annum.

THE CAVES
The Caves, just off Trinity Square, 
is a vibrant centre for young people 
in St Peter Port, offering a range of 
activities for those between the ages 
of 11–16. The Caves has the feel of 
a youth café on the ground floor and 
having a qualified nutritionist on our 
staff team ensures that young people 
are learning about their dietary 
challenges.  The first floor of the 
Caves has hosted music and sporting 
events, attracting youth talent in a 
unique setting. It now has Sunday 
opening in response to young people 
demand and is also used by other 
charities such as Action for Children, 
the Hampton Trust, Trinity Church 
and is used collaboratively with The 
HUB, Neighbourhood Policing Teams 
and Restorative Justice. The Caves 
currently has 220 members and ran 
216 sessions in 2015 with a footfall of 
2,800 per annum.



PLAYSCHEME
Based out of LOC, the YC Playscheme 
runs during the school holidays at 
Easter, Summer and Christmas from 
9.00 am to 3.30pm each weekday. 
Playscheme provides a range of 
educational and fun activities for 
primary school age children (5-11 
years) including arts and crafts, 
team-building, music, drama, 
games, cookery, indoor and outdoor 
sports and day-trips to local places 
of interest. During the summer 
holidays, trips to Herm and an 
opportunity to stay over on Lihou 
Island are also offered. We take 
referrals from HSC and charities 
such as Home-Start and we are 
always trying to keep costs to a 
minimum in order to assist families 
with a tight budget.

NORTH YOUTH 
CENTRE
The ‘North’ is a youth centre 
provision based out of the old 
Methodist Chapel at La Moye, 
Vale. It is the focal point for 
young people across the north 
of Guernsey. It provides generic 
youth work support two nights 
a week at the Centre’s Junior 
Club and Xtremes (seniors) 
on a Tuesday and Thursday 
respectively. The centre has 
recently developed a new 
provision around home-educated 
young people: a Club called 
‘Free Range’. Much of the 
activity is focused on sports and 
cooking, making the best use of 
facilities.  There is good disability 
access and provision, with plenty 
of scope to hire out to other 
clubs and charities. The North 
has 164 members and an annual 
footfall of 1,499.

“ Thank you so much for accommodating Sam in the 7-8 age 
group last week… and a big thank you to Anna, who has been 
brilliant with Sam and I’ve heard a lot about! He loved being a 
leader yesterday and helping out at the Guet.
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THE SPACE
The Space is an animated drop-in 
centre for young people situated on 
the Bridge in St Sampson’s offering a 
social space and a range of activities, 
support, help and guidance. The 
Space offers four sessions a week 
during term-time and six sessions 
a week during holidays, weekends 
included.  We have recently installed 
cooking capacity, which is great for 
cookery and healthy living activities. 
External agencies are frequent 
visitors to The Space and issues 
such as sexual health, online safety 
and drugs and alcohol are often 
discussed. The Space currently has 
288 members, ran 200 sessions in 
2015 with a footfall of just over 
3,000 per annum.

A young person was asked “why is 
the Space good?”

It’s helping us be the better 
young people we all knew 
we were. We just needed a 

boost and that’s what they’ve given 
or still are giving us. 

Its a good organisation who has 
helped me at my hardest of times 
and who has helped me at my best, 
and many other people too, it has 
given us opportunities to do stuff 
where some of us who wouldn’t of 
even got the chance to do. It’s given 
us structure in ourselves and in our 
lifestyles structure that we needed 
and that has now helped us to 
make better choices and decisions. 
Without the Space we would be 
hanging around God knows where 
causing trouble like we used to do, 
the Space has helped us to stay out 
of trouble, because of the Space me 
personally hasn’t been in trouble 
with the police since the end of last 
year.  It’s taught us how to do so 
many different things and how to 
have fun responsibly. Even when 
we were being tough and we were 
being pains in the asses they never 
gave up on us. It has given more 
than enough support to each and 
everyone of us and for some of us we 
wouldn’t be where we are without 
there help. 

No words I can think of can describe 
how thankful I am for the workers 
of Space and the people who helped 
to keep it open I used to be afraid of 
change, I used to be afraid of a lot of 
things but now I’m not.

OUTREACH
Our Outreach teams work with young 
people wherever they may be, and on 
their own terms, to build relationships 
and provide opportunities based on 
identified needs of the young people 
themselves. It is perhaps one of 
the more challenging aspects of 
youth work that the YC delivers, as 
it requires heightened capability, 
knowledge and confidence on the part 
of youth workers to bridge the gap 
with young people who are in their 
own space, at a time and place of 
young people’s choosing. The number 
of our outreach sessions has grown 
by 40% since the start of 2014. Our 
teams attend weekly sessions at 
some of the Island’s estates (such as 
the Genats, Bouet and St Martin’s), 
as well as at popular meeting points 
such as the Bathing Pools, Bus 
Terminus and Half-Way. They also 
attend Alderney’s Quarry Parties, 
Guernsey’s summer shows and other 
customary events such as Liberation 
Day and Seafront Sundays. 3209 
contacts and connections were made 
with young people across sites and at 
events.

Outreach’s good because you get to socialise and the workers are nice. I never used to come out of the 
house, but now I get to come out one night a week away from family and staying inside bored. Grace 
had to work hard to get me here after a lot of persuasion but glad she did it. Young person aged 15.



I enjoy volunteering at 
Juniors as it has helped 
me gain confidence in 

working with others and given 
me skills in working with 
young people.

Young person aged 15.

I think quiet club has 
been the opening to so 
many opportunities for 

me, quiet club has helped me 
through all the hard times and 
tells me to believe in myself 
when I don’t think I can, without 
quiet club I wouldn’t be myself, 
it helps so many people to 
achieve their potential! 

Quiet Club Member.

THE STYX
The Styx is based in a youth 
community centre for young people 
in the Western Parishes. As well 
as senior and junior clubs, Styx 
also offers specific clubs for young 
musical talent, those with anxiety 
issues (The Quiet Club) and a special 
needs gym club. The Styx currently 
has 72 members and ran 146 youth 
sessions with a footfall upwards of 
700 per annum. 



Prince’s Trust xl Clubs

47 registered members from 4 schools   6 groups

85% achieved an Award in Personal Development 
and Employability skills*

76% achieved a Certificate in Personal Development 
and Employability skills (Equiv. 2 GCSEs)*

81% attendance rate*    *Above UK national average

PRINCE’S TRUST
Since September 2014 we have delivered the Prince’s 
Trust xl Club programme, providing a two year personal 
development programme for young people aged 13 – 19. 
This programme supports young people in developing the 
skills and confidence needed to progress into a positive 
future. The xl programme promotes a flexible approach, 
using relevant, experiential learning to support young 
people to achieve a range of personal and employability 
skills and gain qualifications. On completion of modules 
during the two year programme students are able to achieve 
a nationally recognised qualification given local equivalence 
to two GCSEs. The module content includes personal 
development and teamwork activities, interpersonal and  
self-management skills and career planning.

Young people work together as a group on practical 
learning projects, which are designed to boost their 
confidence, improve self-esteem, attainment, behaviour 
and attendance. The skills and personal qualities developed 
through the programme can support young people to 
achieve more, both at school, and in the future.
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respecting 
our youth 
and the voice 
they offer



THE YOUTH FORUM FOR 
GUERNSEY & ALDERNEY
The Youth Forum brings together young people from 
across the Bailiwick, elected by their peers to ensure that 
the voice of young people is heard during decision making: 
either at States of Guernsey or community levels.

The Youth Forum is made up of 40 members that represent 
a total of nine educational establishments and at least 
eight youth groups. In addition there are four co-opted 
places that allows the Forum to offer spaces to specific 
individuals that it feels can provide greater demonstration 
for under-represented groups.

The Youth Forum is young person led - its views are 
those of the young people. The YC facilitates activity 
and gatherings but has no ownership of the intellectual 
property, language or ideas. That is empowerment at 
its best.

The Youth Forum has been involved in a number of 
State’s consultations (Union Civile, Children and Young 
People’s Plan, Election Plans and advising on Participation 
methodology). In addition the Youth Forum has met with 
States’ departments and Committees to ensure that the 
voice of children and young people are heard appropriately 
and taken into account prior to decisions that impact 
their lives.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH
DofE has been active in the Bailiwick since the 1960s and 
offers a  challenging programme of activities for 14-25 
year olds, providing them with an opportunity to learn 
new skills and gain valuable life experiences. DofE aims 
to inspire, guide and support young people in their self-
development and to recognise their achievements. It’s 
the world’s leading achievement award for young people, 
recognised by employers and universities.

The States of Guernsey Education Department holds the 
license for DofE and the YC is the delivery agent. DofE 
operates in all our schools and is especially important in 
St Anne’s, Alderney where out of school activity is limited. 

In 2015 the number of new leaders (volunteers who 
support DofE delivery) undertaking our initial training, 
the ‘Introduction to DofE’ course, almost doubled to 46.



I joined the Youth Forum because I could 
see things that I wanted to change in the 
community and I didn’t know how to go 

about it, it helps me to understand how and 
lets young people be the ones making the 
decisions that affect them” Erin Colfer (14), 
Youth Forum Member and Channel Island Rep 
on UK Youth Voice.

DofE - Key facts/stats

We achieved 166 Awards in 2015:

 106 at Bronze    31 at Silver    29 at Gold

That was a 15% increase on 2014

In 2015, 411 young people registered for an Award

Appproximately 1,000 young people aged between 
14-25 are registered at any one time.



Project Weeks

The YC introduced a new provision at the start of 2015: 
Project Weeks: aimed at providing young people of 
secondary school age with intensive low ratio intervention 
and skill building. These week long activities are focused 
on key areas of our curriculum. Projects are driven by the 
needs of young people from across Guernsey and Alderney 
with young people selected onto Project Weeks through 
a referral process.

These are concentrated weeks, often done as residentials 
(Tile Barn in Hampshire). Themes for these weeks have 
included: creative video making, arts, upcycling, 
photography or healthy lifestyle choices. Each project 
creates new friendship opportunities and positively 
pushes young people out of their comfort zones.

Bespoke Activities

Our relationship with schools has continued to develop. 
The YC works with individuals or small groups of pupils 
to help them settle in a school environment.

The YC coordinates one-off or tailored activities for young 
people. For example in June 2015, the YC, working 
alongside partner charities and trusts, helped to organise 
the participation of 176 young people from 11 clubs in a 
weekend of sailing. 

I was really worried at the beginning that I would 

fall into the sea and get eaten by a shark and felt a 

bit sea sick to start off. When we got going I had lots of fun 

steering the boat and helping with the sails. I was worried 

when the boat leaned over a bit with the wind and sails but we 

soon tried to go faster and faster and wanted all the sail up!  

Tom (12) sailing on a Bristol Cutter in June 2015

The YC is instrumental in organising the annual selection of 

Lieutenant Governor’s Cadets, drawing nominations from 

across Guernsey. The YC has also sent young people to 

the UK to take part in the Rotary Youth Leadership Award 

leadership programme. 

The YC delivers training, predominantly for those in the youth 

sector, reaching a wide audience of professionals, sessional 

staff from other charities and organisations, volunteers and 

young people. This training includes a mix of accredited 

youth work courses at Level 1 and 2, Child Protection 

training, custom-made seminars (on self-harm or outreach 

for example) and certificated courses in Level 2 food hygiene; 

The YC also offers registered members access to its policies, 

transport, advice, grants and enhanced police checks: all 

of which helps us to work better together within the youth 

community.

OUR PROJECT WEEKS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
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THE HUB 
The YC remains very closely aligned with the 
HUB (Young People Guernsey LBG).

The HUB is a safe place where young people 
can access confidential advice and emotional 
support. As well as its core universal service, 
the HUB also offers a range of specialist support 
services, including ‘Speak Out’ (for young people 
questioning their sexuality and gender identity), 
‘My Time’ (for children with a family member 
in prison) and ‘Sunflower’ (for children and 
young people coping with a terminal illness or 
bereavement in the family).

“ I can’t believe how well things 
are going now, I feel like I have 
control now and lots of options.

“ It is nice to be able to walk in to 
a room and be me, not someone 
I think people want to see.



The Bailiwick’s children and young people are our future. 
We are exceptionally proud of their and our achievements 
to date and we all look forward to developing the range of 
provision available to young people, with special emphasis 
on club provision, expanding the youth voice, DofE and the 
Prince’s Trust reach.

The last few years have not been without difficulty. As they 
grow and develop young people have to navigate a complex 
and ever changing world, facing challenges and pressures 
in many aspects of their lives. Mental health issues are 
widespread, living within a materialist culture influences 
behaviours, a culture of 24/7 social networking limits 
‘real’ down time and in some cases an amalgamation of 
challenges make for a difficult transition into employment. 

We continue to work with many for whom home life and 
school do not fit a normal pattern. A good many of those 
who access our provisions do so for general conversations, 
reassurance, confidence building: perhaps around a lack 
of life skills, for improved self-esteem, to overcome peer 
pressure or ‘just’ to socialse. We offer fun too: such an 
important ingredient and one which bonds teams 
more effectively.

Our future is focused on:

• Continuing to influence strategic development across 
 social policy, including working with the charity sector 
 to offer a more coherent voice.

• Increasing the exposure of our Youth Forum, particularly 
 in the political arena to ensure that the voice of young 
 people is taken into account when key decisions affecting 
 them are being discussed.

• Expanding DofE beyond its traditional centres in the 
 Bailiwick to reach those young people who, for various 
 reasons do not access DofE through school. The YC would 
 also like to introduce on island delivery of Lowland Leader 
 Award training, which will enable our DofE Leaders to 
 supervise DofE groups at Silver level or supervise Bronze 
 groups off Island. This training has only been available 
 in the UK.

• Developing the Prince’s Trust programmes, including 
 TEAM (a personal development programme aimed 
 at young people aged 16-25). This 12 week programme 
 gives participants the chance to gain new skills, take a 
 qualification and meet new people. The YC is also looking 
 at the possibility of offering Prince’s Trust Development 
 Awards (cash awards of up to £500) and the Young 
 Ambassadors programme (recruiting young people to be 
 role models).

• Refreshing our membership offer.

• Increasing our volunteer base.

• Improving how the YC measures outcomes.
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THE FUTURE: 2016 AND BEYOND





INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD 
25 OCTOBER 2013 TO 31 DECEMBER 2015

                    
     Total funds for
     the period from
     25 October 2013 to
   Unrestricted funds Restricted funds 31 December 2015  
   £ £ £
      
Income      
      
Donations and education grant   619,457      48,277      667,734 
Income from project grants,      
donations and operations   272,243     -      272,243 
      
         
Total income   891,700      48,277      939,977 
      
Expenditure on charitable activities      
Accountancy expenses   6,950        -              6,950 
Admin and equipment   11,714        -            11,714 
Advertising, printing and postage   14,248       -           14,248 
Communications   4,482     -          4,482 
Depreciation   8,203      -       8,203 
Events   15,253     -       15,253 
Insurance   4,754      -        4,754 
Paid grants   34,596    12,647     47,243 
Premises   16,197     -    16,197 
Project costs       25,912     8,017   33,929 
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   £ £ £
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Staff costs   553,366    15,435       568,800 
Training   16,794  10,541    27,335 
Travel   27,353   1,637   28,990 
Vehicle costs   2,085      -      2,085 
      
         
Total expenditure                       741,906       48,277   790,183 
      
Surplus on Ordinary Activities before Tax   149,794  -     149,794 
      
Taxation on Ordinary Activities                                     -        -        -   
      
Surplus on Ordinary Activities after Tax  149,794    -    149,794 
      
Reconciliation of funds      

Total funds Brought forward                          85,177            -         85,177 

Total funds carried forward                        234,971     -        234,971 

   Unrestricted funds  Restricted funds Total funds 
  £ £ £



BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015

            2015  
     £
Fixed Assets      
Tangible fixed assets     28,000

     28,000

Current Assets      
Pre-payments     7,879
Cash at bank and in hand     372,307

     380,186

Liabilities      
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year   (173,215)
     

Net current assets     206,971

Net Assets               234,971

The funds of the Charity:
Unrestricted funds     234,971
Restricted funds     -

Net Assets               234,971

Our sincere thanks to Deloitte for their pro bono support in auditing our financial statements. If you would like a full set of 
audited financial statements please let us know.
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Restricted funds     -

Net Assets               234,971



How to become involved:
If you are interested in becoming a volunteer or a paid 
sessional worker, or financially supporting our work, 
we would be delighted to hear from you.

The Youth Commission Office
Les Ozouets Campus
Les Ozouets
St Peter Port
GUERNSEY
GY1 2UB
Tel: 01481 756099

Youth Commission for Guernsey and Alderney

@YouthCommGsyAld

@youthcommgsyald

info@youthcommission.gg

youthcommission.gg
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The YC is grateful to The Guernsey Press for releasing 
pictures to us for use in this publication.



“ Our mission is to provide safe, 
supportive environments where 
young people can experience 
new opportunities, overcome 
barriers, develop skills and 
build confidence.



Supporting the Bailiwick’s Young People

The Youth Commission Office, Les Ozouets Campus, Les Ozouets, St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 2UB

01481 756099

info@youthcommission.gg youthcommission.gg

The Youth Commission for Guernsey and Alderney LBG is a registered 

charity with the Guernsey Registry (Registration Number CH119) and is also 

a Charity Limited by Guarantee (Registration Number 57415).
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